$50,000 Reward to racket proof the ATO! (Side 2)
To correct this confirmed CBA $268m Storm Investment scam, SEC style AWB racket to fund the killing of
Australian soldiers in Iraq with the joint Labor / LNP Premier's 'all-fraud' solution. To prove Criminal Code
Sect. 399 with the Courier Mail reported “Additional criminal charges.” New Police Comm. Stewart's
start up quote “Most crimes start off as a mistake.” Refer Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan's
PESC / Risk Management apology for :- the scam to cover up these mistakes by my character
assignation. As proof Prof. Milgram's psychology experiment, Yale Uni. Report :- 65% tested do not
support (Police style) human integrity.
26-09-2012

Stewart Spence Atkinson Doonan

Bright

Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
or P.O. Box 1271, Albury NSW 2640
1800 199 010 - 1800 060 063

Our ref:1011207845488 or Phone Paul Conde complaints 132569 ext
10353 - PO Box 9990 Hobart Tas, for ATO approved solution to protect
Bne. ATO investigator Tony Coburn and his team

07 3213 5181 as a

S. Court witness to confirm (i) yes my Barrister is a criminal. (ii) Under
witness Coburn has been refused the right to act as a ‘whistleblower’.
(iii) Conde has written to me to withdraw this crown evidence, as proof
of 10yrs of Police threats and cover up’s to cheat the Treasury Dept. the
Perth ATO estimate at $460,311. So answer the Perth ASIC question
“Who stole your money?”

Bright accepts apology
for mother’s ATO / CBA /
QDPP Davida William’s
MOB Barrister scam!
Ref Policelink 131444

Insp. B W Cross 6 photo re-enactment of bikie nun-chucker attack.

Step 1/ Why smart Supreme Court Judge Byrne's direction to complete the set of the law of
association, accession and abandonment (i) to associate with a known criminal is deemed to
be a crime. (ii) By accession the CBA principal is as guilty as their actor 'Davida'. (iii) Fraud
Squad Det. Sgt. Brett Heath explained Police Risk Management “If you do not have a copy
of the CBA loan agreement (to sell land to my mother etc without title and deposit) you do
not have a case.”

Step 2/ C.C. Sect. 399 proves this fraudulent abandonment of Police Crime Reports is a crime!
Step 3/ Would you buy land without title and deposit? Consider (i) Supreme Court Judge Margaret
White asked the CBA why did they pay me $25,000? (ii) To mean, why sack and blame their
Loans / Relationship Manager James Pitman?

JUSTICE EARN
THE LABOR / LNP / QLS LAW REFORM SOLUTION!
Look at Prof Milgram's Nazi death camp motive / psychology experiment :- 65% tested are brain dead
and lack humanity. Hence the Police checklist and clinical psychologist education and training solution
(i) 'It's never over until it's over and it's not over yet!' (ii) I will pay $50,000 reward to prove my family's
human rights to this ATO claim to my satisfaction. How character assassination works, as I was falsely
charged 3 times by Police Risk Management, to try and give me a criminal record. As proof, the mud
sticks. *** The CBA / RICO motive 'You will not believe the truth.' (iii) CBA confessed self greed and
racketeering works hand in hand to pay the kickbacks and bribes. Therefore Judge Shanahan
explained the need to study (to please explain) the 14 Judges court transcripts to abandon this ATO
laundered money trail. (iv) As the QLS best case for law reform. Go back to the primary law of physics
“For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” E.g. Character assassination verses
human rights or you threatened to steal my mother's home, you threaten me. Refer to company
search of our construction company Badja Pty Ltd, 1% shareholder / director $110,000 mortgage
condition, that my mother paid a fraudulent $47,691 invoice or lose her home. As Comm. Stewart
confirmed (the obvious court Registrars findings) “Most crimes start off as a mistake.” Therefore,
THIS COVER UP IS AN ATO SCAM THAT NEEDS THIS CROWN CORRECTION.

Centrelink, ATO, S. Fund
Inheritance Scam, tort
& racketeering breach
giving options to:-

Family Solicitor Denise Maxwell / (Criminal) Estate Solicitors Rebecca Burnette, de Groots Lawyers,
The Commonwealth Ombudsman and Centrelink Man. Brett Stevens to confirm Q. Premier C. Newman's
promised 'criminal charges press release' via P.M. Gillard's Prof. Paul Wilson criminologist work
experience student's, S. Court, QLS & Police direction.
Thanks to the caring BCC / IID, DVA, RAAF, RSL Gold Card No Qx072250..

(Side 1)

Army Colonel / Judge Pat Shanahan acted for the Crown / CBA / QLS to examine
a/ Was legal Ombudsman Jack Nimmo correct to direct me to seek an advertorial role as
guardian protection for my now 93yr old mother Ada May Bright? Mum was more upset with this
advice than the loss of $125,000 as part of her HEHS superfund benefit, I promised to her as a
young man and also to others.
b/ This will correct this ATO inheritance scam to claim half of what is left of our HEHS superfund.
The unproven amount was for $460,311 plus interest from 2002-3 from our family estate.
c/ By law as primary witness and victim this is proof of fraud, as we cannot defend our
superfund beneficiaries after our death.
d/ Therefore mum left it to me to explain under Supreme Court, QLS and Police direction how to
lay criminal charges by the CIB Det. Mark Hughes requiring Prof. Paul Wilson's criminologist
support. As a business man with 2 children, Aran David and Belinda Ann Bright, I was the target
for this crime as unfortunately at 42yrs of age my then wife Janice contracted breast cancer. With
her two aunties dying early in life, both Janice and her mother panicked and ignored our
superfund terms and conditions and legal advice. Quote, “In the event of a divorce this will be a
legal nightmare.” Thanks to the 'Community Cabinet' and the BCC 'Picnic in the Park' I met
with both Premiers Beattie and the then Lord Mayor Newman, the Justice Minister Welford, Police
Minister Spence, Police Commissioner Atkinson and Judge Shanahan for this Crown / QLS law
reform.
e/ Davida my Barrister was a forger, fraudster and now felon. Refer Supreme Court Judge Ken
Mackenzie's 'mediation order' to this CBA's $25,000 payment to admit liability to hide this
multiple Crown evidence. E.g. our accountant Tim Allen's $10,000 paid for ‘damage report’
designed for Supreme Court Judge John Muir's $10,000 EPA Sect. 32, scam correction. As Allen
was the only superfund beneficiary under CBA direction to rip up his contract and also lose an
estimated $125,000 in common with my mother and the rest of the $850,000 CBA loan
agreement package. When Police Admin, the CIB and Fraud Squad, etc. read this report it also
exposed the 'Site Solutions' scam. An RICO style BCC town planning racket, refer Police Union
report on missing Rev. Michael Veary's construction site violence and standover tactics, via then
Police Prosecution Acting Insp. Mike Ede.
f/ Fortunately Janice advised I contact Dr. Frank Walsh a clinical psychologist to act for our
families interest prior to my divorce. Therefore, I had 10yrs of training with the help of the BCC / IID
and a promise from our now Premier Newman to provide this Courier Mail reported “Extra
criminal charges.”
G/ Therefore, if you wish to act as our family superfund Solicitors I ask you to be QLS accountable
“To first defend the law” to ensure this ATO claim as victims in common is resolved prior to the
death of both my mother and myself.
h/ After a 10yr CBA arranged abandonment, we may be forced to engage yet another accountant
to expose these multiple HEHS superfund scams. E.g. the initial $30,000 protection payment to
Brad Jones, that the Police must confirm to lay criminal charges. As proven prison reform, crime
prevention, AMA healthcare consultants refer to ex-Welfare Minister Terry White as our
advertorial guardian to ensure our family and the ATO can live in peace, subject to this testing
procedure.

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD
To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

CRIME PREVENTION
IS THE SOLUTION

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

